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Abstract
We propose an algorithm which performs a progressive approximation of a viability kernel, iteratively using a classificatio method. We establish the mathematical conditions that the classificatio
method should fulfil to guarantee the convergence to the actual viability kernel. We study more
particularly the use of support vector machines (SVMs) as classificatio techniques. We show that
they make possible to use gradient optimisation techniques to fin a viable control at each time step,
and over several time steps. This allows us to avoid the exponential growth of the computing time with
the dimension of the control space. It also provides simple and efficien control procedures. We illustrate
the method with some examples inspired from ecology.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Viability theory [1] aims at controlling dynamical systems with the goal to maintain them
inside a given set of admissible states K, here called the viability constraint set. Such a problem
is frequent in ecology or economics, where the systems die or badly deteriorate when they leave
some regions of the state space [2]–[4]. The approach can be also adapted to robotics and control
in general [5]–[7].
The main concepts of the viability theory are:
•

Viable state: A state is called viable if there exists at least one control function for which
the whole trajectory from this state remains in K indefinitel .

•

Viability kernel: The set of all viable states is called the viability kernel and is denoted
Viab(K).

Aubin [1] proved the viability theorems which enable to determine viable states, without considering the combinatorial exploration of control actions series. These theorems also provide
the control functions that maintain viability. The simplest is the “heavy” control procedure,
which we will use later on in this paper. This procedure specifie to change the control only if
the system reaches the boundary of the viability kernel, and to choose the firs control which
keeps the system inside the kernel (by theorem, we are sure that such a control exists). Such a
procedure is also particularly relevant to assisted control problems [5]: The control is corrected
automatically only when the user control would lead the system to cross the viability kernel
boundary.
[5], [6] suppose the availability of a procedure stating if a given state is in the viability kernel
or not. They generate a set of state examples, associated with +1 when the state is viable, and
-1 otherwise. Then they use a learning procedure (nearest neighbours or SVMs) to approximate
the viability kernel. However, in general, stating directly if a given state is viable or not is
computationally untractable, especially when the control space is of large dimension. It requires
a combinatorial search over a large number of time steps (the time horizon), which is exponential
in nature. The method adopted in [7], definin a continuous barrier function on the constraint set
works probably well when the dynamics is not too complex, but in general, it gives no guarantee
of good control, because the shape of the barrier can be quite different from the one of the actual
viability kernel.
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In this paper, we propose an algorithm which, given the dynamics of the system and the viability constraints, provides an approximation of a viability kernel with a reasonable computational
effort, using a classificatio procedure. Our method builds on Saint-Pierre’s algorithm [8] which
computes the exact discrete viability kernel of the approximated discrete problem define on a
grid.
We consider the support vector machines (SVMs) [9], [10] as a particularly relevant classificatio procedure in this context. Their main interest is that they directly provide a kind of
barrier function, which can be used to search for viable controls with a gradient optimisation
procedure. Such procedures are much less time consuming than the systematic search performed
by Saint-Pierre, which can only be limited to very small dimension control spaces. Moreover,
it gives the possibility to optimise over several time steps, without an exponential growth of
the computing time. We propose some firs experiments of the method on a simple dynamical
system representing the evolution of a population on a limited space. The firs results show that
the optimisation over several time steps significantl improves the viability kernel approximation,
for a given grid resolution. Moreover, we briefl describe an example in which the method gives
satisfactory results with a control space of dimension 51.
In section 2, we express the new algorithm of viability kernel approximation, using a classifi
cation procedure, and we state the conditions that such a classificatio procedure should fulfill In
section 3, we consider the use of SVMs, describe the method allowing to optimise controls over
several time steps and the associated “heavy” control procedure. Section 4 reports the results
of a set of experiments in different dimensions. Finally, we discuss the results and draw some
perspectives.
II. A PPROXIMATING A V IABILITY K ERNEL W ITH

A

C LASSIFICATION M ETHOD

A. Notations
We consider a dynamical system define by its state ~x(t) ∈ X and assumes that its evolution
can be influence by a control ~u(t):

 x~0 (t) = ϕ(~x(t), ~u(t))


~u(t) ∈ U (~x(t)).

(1a)
(1b)

We suppose X ⊂ R . The set of available controls depends on the state, ~u(t) is chosen in a
n

subset U (~x(t)) ⊂ Rq . We consider a viability constraint set K, a compact subset of X, in which
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we want to maintain the system. The subset Viab(K) of all viable states x0 ∈ K is called the
viability kernel of K:

Viab(K) = {~x0 ∈ K, ∃~u(.), ∀t ≥ 0, ~x(t) ∈ K} .

(2)

We discretise the dynamical system in time. We consider a given time interval dt, and we
defin the set-valued map G : X

X:

G(~x) = {~x + ϕ(~x, ~u)dt for ~u ∈ U (~x)} .

(3)

We suppose that G is µ-Lipschitz with closed images. We would like to approximate the viability
kernel ViabG (K) of K under the discrete dynamical system define by G, which is the subset of
K from which it is possible to maintain the system indefinitel inside K. The viability theorems
show that ViabG (K) is the largest subset E of K such that:
∀~x ∈ E, G(~x) ∩ E 6= ∅.

(4)

We defin a grid Kh as a finit set of elements of K, such that:
∀~x ∈ K, ∃~xh ∈ Kh such that k ~x − ~xh k≤ β(h),

(5)

and β(h) → 0 when h → 0. Such a grid exists since K is compact.
The algorithm presented in the next section proceeds in several steps, progressively definin
the viability kernel approximation. At each step n, we defin a discrete set Khn ⊂ Khn−1 ⊂ Kh ,
and a continuous set, noted L(Khn ), which is a generalisation from this discrete set, and which
constitutes the current approximation of the viability kernel.
Moreover, we use the following notations:
•

l is a classifie learning procedure which associates a set S of training tuples (~xi , yi ) ∈
K × {−1, 1} with a classificatio function lS (x) : K → {−1, 1},

•

d(E, F ) is the distance between two closed subsets E and F ,

•

E\F is the complementary set of F in E (supposing that F ⊂ E),

•

B is the ball of center 0 and radius 1.
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B. The Algorithm of Viability Kernel Approximation Using a Classificatio Procedure
The steps of the algorithm are the following:
•

Initialise the sets Kh0 = Kh and L(Kh0 ) = K.

•

Iterate:
– Defin the discrete set Khn+1 , from Khn and L(Khn ) as follows:
Khn+1 = {~xh ∈ Khn , such that d (G(~xh ), L(Khn )) ≤ µβ(h)} .

(6)

– If Khn+1 6= Khn then run the classificatio procedure l on the learning sample obtained
with the points ~xh of the grid Kh , associated with label +1 if ~xh ∈ Khn+1 , and with
label -1 otherwise. Let lhn+1 be the obtained classificatio function from K to {−1, 1}.
L(Khn+1 ) is define as follows:1

L(Khn+1 ) = ~x ∈ K such that lhn+1 (~x) = +1 .

(7)

– Else stop and return L(Khn ).
C. Convergence of the Algorithm
The convergence of the algorithm to the actual viability kernel as the resolution h tends to 0
is guaranteed when the classificatio procedure satisfie some conditions which are specifie in
the following theorem. These conditions express that any point of L(Khn ) must be close to one
point of Kh with a positive label, and any point of K\L(Khn ) must be close to a point of Kh
with a negative label. The constraint on the distance to the point with a negative label is stricter
because if L(Khn ) is smaller than Viab(K), the mistake cannot be fi ed in the next iterations
(whereas it can be fi ed when the mistake is on the other side).
Theorem 1: If there exists a real λ ≥ 1 such that for any iteration n, the approximation L(Khn )
satisfie the following conditions:

1

∀~x ∈ L(Khn ), d(~x, Khn ) ≤ λβ(h),

(8)

∀~x ∈ K\L(Khn ), d (~x, Kh \Khn ) ≤ β(h),

(9)

We suppose that L(Khn+1 ) is a closed set without loss of generality, because otherwise we defin it as the closure of the

set define in eq. 7.
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then, the algorithm of viability kernel approximation provides a result which converges to the
actual viability kernel when the resolution h of the grid tends to 0.
Proof: The proof of convergence involves four steps.
1) The algorithm stops after a finit number of steps p.
At each step, we have: Khn+1 ⊂ Khn , by construction. Because Kh is finite we shall get,
after a finit number of steps p: Khp+1 = Khp .
2) For all n, the viability kernel of K under G is included in L(Khn ).
We have ViabG (K) ⊂ K = L(Kh0 ). Suppose that ViabG (K) ⊂ L(Khn ). Consider ~x ∈
/
L(Khn+1 ).
•

If ~x ∈
/ Khn then ~x is not viable, by hypothesis.

•

If ~x ∈ Khn , because of condition 9, we have:
∃x~h ∈ Kh \Khn+1 such that k ~x − ~xh k≤ β(h).

(10)

Moreover, by construction of the algorithm, we have:
x~h ∈ Kh \Khn+1 ⇒ d(G(~xh ), L(Khn )) > µβ(h).

(11)

Because G is µ-Lipschitz:
G(~x) ⊂ (G(~xh ) + µβ(h)B) .

(12)

Therefore, G(~x) ⊂ (K\L(Khn )). By hypothesis, any point of K\L(Khn ) is not viable,
therefore all the successors of ~x are not viable, which implies that ~x is not viable.
Therefore, ~x ∈
/ L(Khn+1 ) ⇒ ~x not viable, thus ViabG (K) ⊂ L(Khn+1 ).
3) The result of the algorithm, L(Khp ), is included in the viability kernel of K under G +
µ(1 + λ)β(h)B.
Let Gh : X → X, such that Gh (~x) = G(~x) + µ(1 + λ)β(h)B. Gh has closed images.
Consider a point ~x of L(Khp ). Because of condition 8:
∃~xh ∈ Khp such that k ~x − ~xh k≤ λβ(h).

(13)

Since, Khp+1 = Khp , ~xh ∈ Khp+1 and, by definitio of the algorithm:
~xh ∈ Khp+1 ⇒ d(G(~xh ), L(Khp )) ≤ µβ(h).
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Because G is µ-Lipschitz, and using the triangular inequality:
d(G(~x), L(Khp )) ≤ µ(1 + λ)β(h).

(15)

This implies that Gh (~x)∩L(Khp ) 6= ∅. Therefore, from any ~x ∈ Khp , there exists a trajectory
which remains indefinitel in Khp . Therefore Khp ⊂ ViabGh (K).
4) Conclusion.
Since G is µ-Lipschitz and K is compact,
∀ > 0, ∃η > 0 such that h < η ⇒ ViabGh (K) ⊂ (ViabG (K) + B).

(16)

Moreover, for all h > 0, ViabG (K) ⊂ L(Khp ) ⊂ ViabGh (K). Therefore,
L(Khp ) → ViabG (K) when h → 0.

(17)

III. SVM S AS PARTICULARLY RELEVANT CLASSIFICATION PROCEDURES
A. Presentation of SVMs
Here we review some important features of the SVMs. For more details, see for instance [10].
We consider a set of examples {(~xi , yi )}N
xi is a real vector, and yi ∈ {−1, 1} is the
i=1 , where ~
label.
SVMs defin separations between the examples of each label. To introduce some non-linearity
in the separating function, we project the examples into a feature space (ψ(~x) denotes the
projection of ~x into the feature space). Fortunately, this function does not need to be explicit;
the kernel2 k, definin a scalar product of two projections into the feature space (k(~x, ~y ) =
hψ(~x), ψ(~y )i), is sufficien to make all computations. The SVM is obtained by solving a quadratic
problem with linear constraints.
The solution of the quadratic problem define the function f , which is then used for the
classification A point ~x is labelled +1 if f (~x) is positive, −1 otherwise. The expression of f
is:
2

In this section, the term “kernel” refers to a SVM kernel, a distinct and unrelated meaning from when used elsewhere to

refer to a viability kernel.
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f (~x) = hw,
~ ψ(~x)i + b =

PN

i=1

αi yi k(~xi , ~x) + b

with αi ≥ 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ N.

(18)

The parameters αi come from the lagrangian expression of the problem. The points ~xi for
which αi > 0 are the support vectors. They are sufficien to defin the function. When k is non
linear, the resulting function is also non linear. It is particularly relevant in our context to use
a gaussian kernel k define in eq. (19) because it leads to SVMs which can approximate any
classificatio function:
k(~x, ~y ) = exp



− k ~x − ~y k2
2σ 2


.

(19)

The practical use of SVM with a gaussian kernel requires the values of two parameters. We
will use such a function to defin the continuous sets L(Khn ).
B. Fulfillmen of the Theorem Conditions
We have no rigorous demonstration that SVM classifier fulfil the theorem conditions. However, in practice, in the examples we tested, we easily found SVM parameters leading to a
boundary which makes no classificatio error, and has no irregularities higher than β(h), which
implies that the conditions are met. Some arguments let us think that it should generally be the
case. First consider the nearest neighbour (NN) classificatio procedure: This procedure attributes
to point ~x the label (+1 or -1) of its closest neighbour of Kh . It can be easily shown that this
method fulfill conditions (8) and (9) with λ = 1. If L(Khn ) is define as the subset of K which
are given a positive label with the NN procedure, then by definition each point of L(Khn ) will
be closer than β(h) to a point of Khn , and each point of K\L(Khn ) will be also closer than β(h)
to a point of Kh \Khn . Now, consider the SVM function fn obtained from the learning set define
by the discrete set Khn . With a Gaussian kernel, the feature space is of infinit dimension, and
it is always possible to fin parameter values that will lead to no classificatio errors. As soon
as σ ≥ β(h), the boundary of the SVM classificatio will be smoother than the one of the NN
classifie . In this case, if we defin the approximation L(Khn ) from the sample define by Khn
as:
L(Khn ) = {~x ∈ K such that fn (~x) ≥ 0} .
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Conditions (8) and (9) are fulfille with λ = 1. One may wonder why not using the NN classifie ,
instead of SVMs. One important reason is that SVMs are more efficien classifiers especially
in high dimension. The other reason is that SVMs provide easy means to optimise the control
by a gradient ascent, and therefore to avoid the exponential growth of the computational time
when the dimension of the control space increases.
C. Optimising the Control by a Gradient Ascent
The analytical expression of function fn can be used to fin controls which keep the system
inside the current kernel approximation. In the neighbourhood of the boundary of L(Khn ),
the directions where fn (~x) increases are going inside L(Khn ), and the directions where fn (~x)
decreases are going outside L(Khn ). Therefore, fn (~x) provides directly a kind of barrier function,
similar to the one used in [7], except that the barrier is not on the boundary of K, but on
approximations of the viability kernel (and is not based on a logarithmic function). In this
context, maximising fn (~x) provides a control that keeps the system inside L(Khn ), if this control
exists.
It is also possible to determine a sequence of optimal controls on j time steps in a reasonable
computational time. Let us firs defin t(~x, ~u1 , ..., ~uj ), the point reached after j time steps:
(
t(~x, ~u1 ) = ~x + ϕ(~x, ~u1 )dt,
(21a)
t(~x, ~u1 , ..., ~uj ) = t(~x, ~u1 , ..., ~uj−1 ) + ϕ(t(~x, ~u1 , ..., ~uj−1 ), ~uj )dt.

(21b)

We consider a point t(~x, ~u1 , ..., ~uj ) which is out of L(Khn ), but in the neighbourhood of the
boundary. For instance we consider 0 > fn (t(~x, ~u1 , ..., ~uj )) > −1. Then, we perform a gradient
ascent, until either we fin controls that put the system back inside L(Khn ), or we reach the
maximum. The gradient ascent is done as follows. Let η be a parameter (0 < η < 1). We
initialise (~u01 , .., ~u0j ) = (~u1 , ..., ~uj ), and then we iterate:
(~uk+1
uk+1
) = (~uk1 , .., ~ukj ) + η∇u fn t ~x, ~uk1 , ..., ~ukj
1 , .., ~
j



.

(22)

The necessary derivatives can be directly approximated, or analytically computed when the
derivatives of ϕ are easy to express. This procedure must take into account the fact that the
controls must remain in set U (~x). The maximum is reached either when the gradient is null,
or when it is normal to the boundary of U (~x). At the firs time step of the viability kernel
approximation, i.e. when there is no SVM yet, we use a similar procedure on a barrier function
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on the boundary of K, as in [7]. This procedure allows us to deal with problems with controls in
high dimension, which is not possible with Saint-Pierre’s algorithm, or with the method proposed
in [5]. Moreover, in the following experiment, we show that considering several time steps of
controls can significantl improve the viability kernel approximation.
D. SVM Heavy Controller
The principle of heavy control [5], [11] is to change the action applied on the system only
when it approaches the limit of the viability kernel. By definition while this limit is not crossed,
there always exists an action which maintains the system within it. The idea is here to change the
action only when it is necessary. Again, we use the property that f (x), the function associated
with the SVM, can play the role of a barrier function in the neighbourhood of the viability
kernel approximation boundary. More precisely, the procedure is as follows:
Procedure: For ∆ a given positive real number, we define
A∆ = {~x such that f (~x) ≥ ∆} .
Considering an initial ~x0 ∈ A∆ , and a randomly chosen control ~u0 ∈ U (~x), the procedure
associates a control ~un+1 at the (n + 1)th iteration as follows:
•

If (~xn + ϕ(~xn , ~un )dt) ∈ A∆ , we keep the same control (~un+1 = ~un ),

•

Otherwise, ~un+1 = arg max f (~xn + ϕ(~xn , ~u)dt) .
~
u∈U (x)

In practice, we can defin a more or less cautious controller, by anticipating on k time steps
instead of one. Starting from ~xn , we check for i = 1, .., k if applying k times the control ~un ,
leads to a point t(~xn , ~un , ~un , ..., ~un ) which belongs to A∆ . If it does, we move of one step with
un+1 = un . If not, we determine a sequence of controls that keep t(~xn , ~un+1 , ~un+2 , ..., ~un+k )
inside A∆ , and we apply the corresponding control ~un+1 .
We are not able yet to provide precise mathematical conditions which guarantee that this
control scheme keeps the system in K. On the example presented later, it appears that using
several time step can considerably enhances the chances to remain in K. In any case, we argue
that putting the barrier function on the boundary of a reasonably good approximation of the
viability kernel provides much higher guarantee than putting this barrier on the boundary of K
(as it is done in [7]).
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IV. E XPERIMENTS
We use the Sequential Minimal Optimization algorithm to compute the SVMs, because it has
the good property to require a memory space growing linearly with the sample size [12].
A. Practical Simplificatio of the Algorithm
In the theorem, we need to determine if the best set of controls yields a point which is at a
distance higher than µβ(h) from the set L(Khn ). This distance is not direct to compute, and, in a
firs stage, we approximated it with an Euler schema, following the gradient of fn . However, in
addition to being time consuming, this operation leads to cautious approximations and tends to
increase the diffusive effect (which is only partially tackled by the optimisation on several time
steps). We noticed that, for some problems at least, the following simpler rule to defin Khn+1 1
leads to much reduced diffusive effects:
Khn+1 = {~xh ∈ Khn such that fn (~xh + ϕ(~xh , ~u∗ )dt) ≥ −δ
and (~xh + ϕ(~xh , ~u∗ )dt) ∈ K} .

(23)

We chose δ = 1 because it limits the definitio of the current kernel approximation to the 1 margin of the SVM. This means that the support vectors of label -1 are located inside the
approximate kernel, and generally close to its boundary. This tends to satisfy a condition which
is stricter than (9), but does not guarantee it.
B. Simple Model of Population Growth on a Limited Space
The state (x(t), y(t)) of the system represents the size of a population x(t), which grows or
diminishes with the evolution rate y(t). The population must remain in an interval K = [a, b],
with a > 0. The dynamical system was studied by Maltus and later on by Verhulst, and then
redeveloped by Aubin [13] with an inertia bound. The inertia bound c limits the derivative of
the evolution rate at each time step. The system in discrete time define by a time interval dt
can be written as follows:
(

y(t + dt) = y(t) + u(t)dt
1

(24a)

x(t + dt) = x(t) + x(t)y(t)dt
with −c ≤ u(t) ≤ +c.

(24b)

We wrote it here in the case of a one time step optimisation for sake of simplicity, but the extension to several time steps

is straightforward.
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The advantage of this model is that it is possible to derive analytically the viability kernel
[13] and we can compare the approximation given by the algorithm with the theoretical viability
kernel.
Fig. 1 shows an example of progressive approximation of the viability kernel. The fina
approximation of the viability kernel is presented in Fig. 2, which also shows that increasing
the number of time steps of control optimisation enhances the approximation accuracy.
C. Example of Heavy Controller Action
The leeway on the determination of the value of ∆ can be made up for by using a more or
less cautious controller: By anticipating on several time steps, the initial state tends to go away
from the boundary of A∆ and to move away from a dangerous area.
Fig. 3 shows an example of the functioning of the controller for the population problem in
2 dimensions. We start from the approximation of the viability kernel given by Fig. 2 with 10
time steps. We put ∆ = 12 and we compare two types of controller: The firs anticipating 2
time steps ahead, and a more cautious one, with 10 time steps anticipation. The computation
time required to fin a control in both cases is much below the millisecond on a standard PC.
D. Model of the Southern Benguela Ecosystem
We also tested our approach on a more complex model of ecosystem: The Southern Benguela
ecosystem, involving f ve different groups of species [3] in a dynamical model of biomass
evolution. The state space is in 6 dimensions and the controls in 51 dimensions (including
the uncertainty on the coefficient and an evolution rate of the fisheries) This makes SaintPierre’s algorithm impossible to use, because it would need discretise a 51 dimensional space.
We checked that the results obtained with our approach are similar to the ones obtained in
[3], with a method specificall developed for the problem. Unfortunately, we cannot present the
details of these results within the space of this paper (see [14] for details).
V. D ISCUSSION
We demonstrated that it is possible to approximate viability kernels using a classificatio
procedure, if this procedure satisfie some general conditions. We also showed that SVMs are
an interesting classificatio procedure in this context. The main reason is that SVMs provide
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Fig. 1. Example of progressive approximation of the viability kernel in 2 dimensions for the population problem. The horizontal
axis represents the population size (x) and the vertical axis its evolution rate (y). K is the rectangle which limits the points of
the grid. The grid includes 2601 points (51 points per dimension). The dark points of the grid are the ones belonging to Khn+1 .
The approximation of the kernel L(Khn ) is represented in gray. The parameter dt is computed for definin moves of size 2β(h)
in one time step and the optimisation is made on 10 time steps.

directly a type of barrier function on the limit of the current viability kernel, which enables to
use a gradient method to compute the controls. This opens the possibility to optimise the control
in large dimension spaces and over several time steps with a reasonable computing time. We
showed on examples that using several time steps significantl improves the fina approximation,
for a given resolution of the grid, and that the method allowed us to solve a problem with a
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Comparison of the fina approximation of the viability kernel for optimisations with different time steps: On the left,

the control optimisation is made on 1 time step and on the right on 10 time steps. dt is computed for definin moves of size
2β(h) in one time step.

(x0,y0)

Fig. 3.

(x0,y0)

Example of heavy trajectories from a point (x0 , y0 ). The difference between L(Khp ) and A∆ is in dark gray. The

trajectories include 200 time steps. On the left: 2 time steps anticipation. On the right: 8 time steps anticipation.

control space of dimension 51. Moreover, the same approach gives the possibility to defin
more or less cautious heavy control procedures, with good guarantees to keep the system in
the viability kernel approximation. All these possibilities are new compared with Saint-Pierre’s
method.
A lot of work lies ahead. We left aside several theoretical questions which deserve more
rigorous investigations: guarantees for SVMs to fulfil the conditions of the theorem, guarantees
on the control scheme, adaptation of the theoretical framework to the practical simplificatio
we made in the examples. Moreover, we believe our work is a firs step to exploit SVM good
properties for solving control problems in state spaces of high dimensionality. In particular,
active learning strategies could yield accurate viability kernel approximations, using very small
training sets.
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